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I. The Problem
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Bots Have Been (And Con?nue to Be)
At The Root of the Spam Problem
• The fact that bots are at the root of the spam problem is not
news – we’ve been talking about bots at MAAWG for a long >me.
• For example, in March 2005, I delivered “Spam Zombies and
Inbound Flows to Compromised Customer Systems” at the San
Diego MAAWG. (see pages.uoregon.edu/joe/zombies.pdf )
• This is a good news/bad news sort of thing.
• The good news? The community has been making progress on
the bot issue: many MAAWG members have successfully
deployed strategies that allow customers avoid ge]ng boKed in
the ﬁrst place, or, if their customers do get boKed, to at least limit
the damage those boKed customers can cause.
• The bad news? Just like the old days, bots are s>ll responsible for
delivering most of the spam that MAAWG par>cipants see.
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“Isn’t That Contradictory?”
• No. We have made progress against bots, just not everywhere.
• At one point, many of the bots delivering email spam were
exploi>ng US, Canadian or Western European ISP customers.
That made it easy to work on ge]ng those hosts cleaned up: they
were our problem, or the problem of people we knew.
• Now, however, the picture has changed:
‐‐ Most US, Canadian and Western European customers have
improved their cyber security, and are less likely to become
compromised by malware
‐‐ If a US, Canadian or Western European customer does become
compromised, many ISPs are able to eﬃciently quaran>ne that
host, thereby limi>ng their impact on the Internet as a whole.
• But the bad guys do s>ll need compromised systems, so they’ve
turned their sights elsewhere now. Now they’re compromising
systems in rapidly developing economic regions of the world.
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Hear “Rapidly Economically Developing,” Think “BRIC”
• We’re used to thinking about the G8 (CA, DE, FR, IT, JP, RU, UK,
and US) leading the world’s economy, but there are indica>ons
that the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China) may
eventually eclipse the G8 when it comes to economic inﬂuence.
• BRIC countries collec>vely represent more than 25% of the
world’s land area and more than 40% of the world’s popula>on,
and increasingly supply the world with both raw materials and
manufactured goods. (See: hKp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BRIC )
• The BRIC countries are also increasingly well connected to the
rest of the world via new high capacity undersea cables, and
have an increasingly aﬄuent popula>on that’s been heavily
inves>ng in personal computers and other networked devices.
• Unfortunately, many of those new worksta>ons have been
infected by malware, and thus systems in the BRIC countries are
now some of the world’s top apparent sources of spam.
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Why Else Are Rapidly Developing Regions Targeted?
• Consumer systems in rapidly developing regions of the world are
also prime targets for cyber exploita>on because:
‐‐ While network connec>vity typically has improved drama>cally,
it may s>ll be expensive (rela>ve to the US or EU), and thus is
olen thinly provisioned, with congested transit connec>ons.
Slow downloads mean that large patches may seem to take
“forever” to download, thereby making it diﬃcult (if not
impossible) for users to actually download and apply patches.
‐‐ Intellectual property controls may be weak in some regions.
In those areas there may be widespread traﬃcking in pirated
solware ‐‐ solware that olen comes larded with malware.
‐‐ Regulatory regimes may be weak: ISPs in rapidly developing
economies olen do not experience governmental pressure
to take ac>on to deal with compromised customer hosts.
• The end result? There are many boKed systems in rapidly
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developing economic regions.

GePng Hard Sta?s?cs on Bo-ed Hosts: The CBL
• Hard sta>s>cs on bot infesta>ons are compara>vely rare. The
community is fortunate to have access to some publicly available
hard sta>s>cs on boKed hosts from the Composite Block List (or
“CBL”). THANK YOU, CBL folks! The CBL lists IP addresses…
[…] exhibi>ng characteris>cs which are speciﬁc to open proxies of various sorts (HTTP,
socks, AnalogX, wingate etc) and dedicated Spam BOTs which have been abused to send
spam, worms/viruses that do their own direct mail transmission, or some types of
trojan‐horse or "stealth" spamware, dic>onary mail harvesters etc. […]
The CBL also lists certain por>ons of SpamBot infrastructure, such as Spam BOT/virus
infector download web sites, and other web sites or name servers exclusively dedicated
to the use of Spam BOTs. Considerable care is taken to avoid lis>ng IP addresses that
have are or are likely to be shared with legi>mate use, except in the case of infector
download websites. In other words, the CBL only lists IPs that have aKempted email
connec>ons to one of our servers in such a way as to indicate that the sending IP is
infected, OR, IPs speciﬁcally dedicated to the propaga>on/use of Spam BOTs.

See: hKp://cbl.abuseat.org/
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CBL Listed IP Addresses By Country
• As of Sat Feb 19th, 2011, out of 7,420,939 total IPs on the CBL:
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Country
Count
India
1,219,562
Brazil
732,441
Russia
577,307
Vietnam
443,468
Ukraine
321,380
Indonesia 249,189
Thailand
191,130
Italy
179,645
Pakistan
177,345
China
173,191

%
16.43%
9.87%
7.78%
5.98%
4.33%
3.36%
2.58%
2.42%
2.39%
2.33%

Cumula?ve %
16.43%
26.30%
34.08%
40.06%
44.39%
47.75%
50.32%
52.74%
55.13%
57.47%

Note: just ten countries = nearly 60% of all known boKed IPs, and
one country, India, accounts for nearly 16.5% of all of them! 8

Some Other Countries For Comparison…
• Again, the number of CBL‐listed IPs as of Sat Feb 19th, 2011…
Rank
13
20
30
35
41
51
70
71
77
83
88
149

Country
Germany
USA
UK
Mexico
France
Australia
New Zealand
Canada
Switzerland
Japan
Netherlands
Finland

Count
146,076
91,832
61,409
43,012
31,059
18,496
8,602
8,318
7,014
5,473
4,749
242

%
1.97%
1.24%
0.83%
0.58%
0.42%
0.25%
0.12%
0.11%
0.09%
0.07%
0.06%
<0.01%
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In Fairness..
• Some countries are a lot larger than others, both in terms of their
popula>ons and the number of IP addresses they use…
• In the case of extremely large countries, infec>on of even a >ny
percentage of all IPs can s>ll translate to substan>al address
counts.
• So what do we know about the percentage of each country’s IP
addresses that are listed on the CBL?
Looked at on a percentage basis, the rankings do change…
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% of All IPs on the CBL, For Selected Countries
• Byelorussia
Dominican Republic
Ghana
Cote D’Ivoire
India
Morocco
Pakistan
Vietnam
Russia
Brazil
China
Canada
USA
Finland

14.822% (170,869 listed IP addresses)
10.456% (56,506 listed IP addresses)
9.810% (14,716 listed IP addresses)
6.443% (7,785 listed IP addresses)
5.120% (1,219,562 listed IP addresses)
5.012% (76,400 listed IP addresses)
4.723% (177,345 listed IP addresses)
3.887% (443,468 listed IP addresses)
1.597% (577,307 listed IP addresses)
1.389% (732,441 listed IP addresses)
0.061% (173,191 listed IP addresses)
0.016% (8,318 listed IP addresses)
0.007% (91,832 listed IP addresses)
0.002% (242 listed IP addresses)
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A Point For Considera?on and Discussion
• Assume we want to pick one country where we’d work to reduce
the number of boKed hosts. Should we work on:
a) Byelorussia, where roughly 15% of all their IP addresses are
now listed on the CBL, or
b) India, where “only” a liKle over 5% of all their IP addresses are
now listed?
From an external point of view, the 1,219,562 boKed Indian IPs
sure seem to “hurt” a lot more than the 170,869 boKed
Byelorussian hosts.
• Of the two I believe we should concentrate on India, ﬁrst, even if
Byelorussia is far more vic>mized on a percentage basis.
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Digging In A Li-le Further
• In addi>on to giving us country data, the CBL also gives us data by
domain. What are the top 10 Indian domains listed on the CBL?
#

Domain
Count
% of CBL
1 sancharnet.in
455,829 6.15%
3 airtel.in
277,569 3.75%
13 vsnl.in
103,431 1.40%
16 powersurfer.in
99,661
1.35%
18 ddsl.in
78,071
1.05%
28 tatatel.co.in
51,639
0.70%
48 adityabirla.com 24,205
0.33%
72 mtsindia.in
17,712
0.24%
87 tpc.co.in
15,079
0.20%
104 hutch.in
12,256
0.17%
Total
1,135,452 15.34%

% of domain listed
14.264%
9.821%
2.176%
13.033%
5.481%
7.904%
11.848%
24.997%
1.223%
2.886%
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Looking at That Varia?on In Infec?on Rate…
• Looking at that inter‐ISP varia>on in infec>on rate, clearly
sancharnet.in has a far more serious problem (with 14.264% of
the IPs belonging to them being CBL listed), than does tpc.co.in
(with only 1.223% listed)
• Thus, even more than concentra>ng on one country vs. another,
in this case, we may want to think about concentra>ng on one
*ISP* ﬁrst…
• But what do we want that ISP to do?
• We want them to deal with their bots, but how?
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II. Beginning To Fix The Problem
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We Could Urge Them To Just “Treat The Symptom”
• If we could convince just those ten Indian ISPs to follow
MAAWG’s published recommenda>on for “Managing Port 25 for
Residen?al or Dynamic IP Space” (see hKp://www.maawg.org/
sites/maawg/ﬁles/news/MAAWG_Port25rec0511.pdf ), we could
immediately knock down ~15% of the IPs on the CBL.
• I think that would be an excellent accomplishment, IF we could
pull it oﬀ.
• Does the MAAWG community know anyone at those ten Indian
ISPs? Is anyone willing to reach out to them? Can we invite them
to a future MAAWG mee>ng, perhaps, such as our upcoming
mee>ng in Paris this fall?
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Or Can We/Should We “Treat The Disease?”
• While ISPs can block spam from boKed hosts by managing port
25 traﬃc, that doesn’t cure the underlying condi>on – even if we
block port 25 direct‐to‐MX traﬃc, those hosts are s>ll boKed.
• As long as those hosts remain boKed, even if they aren’t able to
send email spam, they can s>ll be used for DDoS aKacks, click
fraud, fast ﬂux hos>ng, and many other abusive network
behaviors. I’d like to eliminate all those possibili>es, too.
• Therefore my preference would be to actually help those ISPs get
their customer systems cleaned up and hardened.
• Don’t get me wrong, I’d be delighted even if those hosts were
simply no longer channeling spam, but I’d be a lot happier s>ll if
all those hosts were fully disinfected and hardened!
• What would cleaning and hardening those systems entail?
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Microsoh’s Classic Recipe for Home PC Security
• I’ve been tremendously impressed by the simplicity and historical
eﬀec>veness of Microsol’s classic recipe for home PC security:
‐‐ Install a trustworthy an>virus and an>spyware program
‐‐ Update solware regularly
‐‐ Never turn oﬀ your ﬁrewall
• More recently, they’ve augmented those recommenda>ons:
‐‐ Use strong passwords and keep them secret
‐‐ Use ﬂash drives cau>ously
See www.microsol.com/security/pc‐security/protect‐pc.aspx
• Those *are* all great recommenda>ons.
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“But Joe…” (An Aside on The What to Do Ques?on)
• In talking with security experts about those recommenda>ons,
security experts will olen immediately ﬂag ways that those
recommenda>ons are imperfect or inadequate, including:
‐‐ it is hard for end‐users to accurately track and patch out‐of‐date
solware (unless they know about tools such as Secunia PSI)
‐‐ signature‐based an>virus solware misses many threats today
‐‐ many ﬁrewalls only block inbound threats, and pay no aKen>on
to outbound traﬃc
‐‐ what about securing home wireless networks?
‐‐ shouldn’t we be telling users to backup their systems, too?
• All true. But the key point is that there’s a limit to what a non‐
technical audience can absorb and do. Five major general items
may be about it. More than that, and you risk overwhelming folks
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So Why Are We Seeing So Many Problems In India?
• Shouldn’t the classic Microsol recipe work there, just as it has
worked in the United States, Canada and Western Europe?
Maybe not.
• For example, is that magic security recipe even available in all the
languages actually used in India?
• Aler all, users are more likely to secure their systems if you talk
with them about system security in a language they understand!
I know that I’d sure have a hard >me understanding and following
security advice oﬀered to me only in Greek or Thai, neither of
which I speak, rather than in English…
• Our counterparts in the An>‐Phishing Working Group are
currently oﬀering localized basic phishing educa>on as a
redirec>on link for users who aKempt to visit an iden>ﬁed (and
taken‐down) phishing site. One version of that page looks like…
20
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The Challenging Reality of Languages In India
• The (incorrect) stereotype is that most Indians speak Hindi (more
accurate es>mates peg that only at around 40%) or English (only
a few percent of Indians are believed to actually use English, see
for example hKp://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8365631.stm ).
• Many Indians use other, less‐well‐known, South Asian languages
such Assamese (1.3%), Bengali (8.1%), Gujara> (4.5%), Kannada
(3.7%), Maithili (1.2%), Malayalam (3.2%), Marathi (7%), Oriya
(3.2%), Punjabi (2.8%), Tamil (5.9%), Telugu (7.2%), or
Urdu (5%). (See: hKp://www.cia.gov/library/publica>ons/
the‐world‐factbook/geos/in.html ). Of course, even a language
that’s used by “just” 1% of India’s popula>on s>ll represents a
language used by nearly 12 million people!
• For comparison, there were a liKle over 28 million Spanish‐
speaking people in the United States in 2000, and there are
just under 7 million Canadians who speak French.
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So Is Microsoh’s Basic Security Info Available
In The Languages Actually Used in India?
• It may be, but if so, I’m having trouble ﬁnding it.
• Microsol oﬀers some basic security informa>on in *89* diﬀerent
languages or dialects, by my count, however the available op>ons
shown on the following screen shot do not appear to include any
Indian languages except for “India – English” (and as we’ve
men>oned, that only covers a few percent of all Indian people).
• See the next slide…
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Does Microsoh Not “Get” The Indian Language
Issue? No, They Appear To Understand The Issue…
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It’s Good That Microsoh “Gets” the Indian Language
Challenge Because Microsoh Will Likely Need To Play
A Key Role In Cleaning Up Infected Indian Systems
• Realis>cally, we probably can’t clean up bots in India without
Microsol.
• Many (most?) of the boKed hosts in India are running Windows.
Microsol, as the vendor of that opera>ng system, is the natural/
de facto trusted source for security help for those users (any
other intervener would need to devote a substan>al amount of
eﬀort toward simply establishing their security bona ﬁdes)
• Cri?cally important: Microsoh has excellent direct access to
users’ systems via Microsoh Update (including the ability to run
the MS Malicious Sohware Removal Tool as part of that process)
• By implica>on: ANY scalable program to clean up bo-ed Indian
systems most likely MUST involve Microsoh.
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Thinking About The Problem of Scale in India
• How long would it take to manually clean up and secure all of
India’s current 1,219,562 CBL‐listed IP addresses?
• Let’s assume that:
‐‐ each listed IP represents a single boKed system
‐‐ it only takes an hour to clean and harden each of those hosts
(that’s wildly low, but let’s give folks the beneﬁt of the doubt)
‐‐ there will be no newly‐boKed/repeatedly re‐infected systems
• 1,219,562 systems @ (1 hr/per system)
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ = 30,489 person weeks
40 hrs/per person per week
30,489/(50 work weeks per person year) = 609 person work years
• But, of course, in reality, even as we might be cleaning some
hosts, other hosts will be ge]ng newly infected…
• BoKom line: automa>on is essen>al.
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A Methodological Aside:
The Assump?on That 1 Listed IP == 1 Bo-ed Host
• On the previous page I men>oned the assump>on that 1 CBL
listed IP equals 1 boKed host. That assump>on is only an
approxima>on, and may be too high or too low.
• A single boKed host could result in mul>ple IP addresses being
listed (imagine that single host repeatedly spewing spam while
receiving a sequence of diﬀerent IP addresses from a DHCP pool)
• On the other hand, mul>ple boKed hosts might be “hidden”
behind a single shared IP address if users are dialing in, or the
user is using network address transla>on (e.g., they’re running a
home network that’s sharing one public IP address, and mul>ple
hosts behind that home gateway device are infected)
• For now, we’ll assume those two phenomena oﬀset each other,
but recognize that the infected machine count MIGHT actually be
far larger (or smaller) than we currently believe.
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Considera?ons If We Do Need To Rely on Microsoh
• If infected users are running pirated copies of Windows, those
users may be reluctant to permit Microsol to access or update
their systems, perhaps worrying that doing so might somehow
result in their iden>ty being disclosed, or that Microsol might
disable or remove infringing Microsol products outright.
• Microsol may not be disposed to undertake a Secunia‐PSI‐like
scan for out‐of‐date third party sohware applica>ons (such as
out‐of‐date Adobe or Apple solware, old versions of Java, etc.)
• If part of what we want as a hardening strategy is for users to use
some non‐Microsol products, such as Firefox instead of IE, it
would be unrealis>c to expect Microsol to oﬀer users that op>on
• Microsol may not be interested in inves>ng >me and eﬀort in
this sort of Indian ini>a>ve (or they’d already have done it, right?)
• Lastly, if we do succeed in ge]ng users’ aKen>on, will we have
the localized security tools they’ll need, ready for them to use?29

Oﬀering Localized Security Advice Is One Thing,
Localized Security Sohware’s Something Else
• It’s one thing to oﬀer simple security advice in appropriate local
languages, but are there alterna>ve web browsers, an>virus
products, and other cri>cal security solware available in fully
interna>onalized formats to actually implement that advice?
• For example, checking www.mozilla.com/en‐US/ﬁrefox/all.html
I no>ce that Firefox is available in Assamese, Bengali, Gujara>,
Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Punjabi, and Telugu.
Obviously that’s not every major Indian language, but it’s s>ll a
very nice start.
• On the other hand, if you want to get depressed, pick a major
Indian language and try to ﬁnd a commercial (or free) PC an>virus
product that’s fully interna>onalized for that language.
(Hint: some of the few products you may ﬁnd may actually be
malware, not an>‐malware, so be careful out there!)
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Many Key Languages Are Uncommon in the US;
It May Be Expensive To Obtain Language Exper?se
• While many Americans learn world languages such as French,
German, Italian or Spanish in high school and college, less
common languages are s>ll not studied by enough students.
• The US government, in par>cular, experiences problems as a
result of this shortage, and they’ve been working hard (and
paying premium prices!) to aKract American ci>zens ﬂuent in
cri>cal need (CNLs) or super cri>cal need languages (SCNLs).
• An excellent per‐agency summary of what languages the
government is looking for is available at www2.ed.gov/about/
oﬃces/list/ope/iegps/consulta>on‐2011.doc
• Why does this maKer to us? If you’re trying to interna>onalize
system and network security products, you’ll be compe>ng with
the government for a limited number of candidates who are
ﬂuent in those languages. SCNL’s (unfortunately) include Hindi 31

What About Google Translate?
Yes, It Does Do Hindi (and Now Even Urdu)

Question: any native Hindi or Urdu speakers in the audience? What do you think?
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Looking at That Translated Text, Part of the Issue
May Be A Ma-er of Alphabets/Font Support
• Suppor>ng diﬀerent languages in solware products can be
tough, but it can be doubly tough when the languages you’re
trying to support don’t use the usual La>n alphabet we’re used
to in the West.
• For example, standard Hindi uses Devanagari script – if you’re
developing a piece of security solware, you may interna>onalize
it for “easy” foreign languages (such as French, German, Italian or
Spanish), but are you going to make the eﬀort for languages that
don’t even use a Western alphabet? Empirically, we know that
many companies don’t do so.
• Thus, it’s not surprising to see that many of the top ranked
countries listed on the CBL use non‐La>n alphabets…
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Alphabets Used By The Top Ten Countries on the CBL
• 1
India
Devanagari and others Brahmic scripts
2
Brazil
Variant of the La>n alphabet
3
Russia
Cyrillic
4
Vietnam
Variant of the La>n alphabet
5
Ukraine
Cyrillic
6
Indonesia
Variant of the La>n alphabet
7
Thailand
Thai script
8
Italy
Variant of the La>n alphabet
9
Pakistan
Pashto alphabet, Urdu alphabet
10
China
Simpliﬁed Chinese
• Obviously not all alphabets are not equally problema>c. There
are some top notch security products (such as Kaspersky’s
an>virus product) which are available in Cyrillic, yet Russia and
the Ukraine are both CBL “Top 10” states. And what of BR, VN, IN,
and IT, all of which use some varia>on of a La>n alphabet?
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The Indian Government’s TDIL Program: A Possible
Partner For Localized Security Tool Development?
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Making Patching Faster and More Eﬃcient
• The other factor that will facilitate people ge]ng patched would
be making the patching process faster and more eﬃcient. Patches
cannot be something that will take hours or days to download.
Patches need to be available in just a maKer of minutes, or
perhaps an hour at the most.
• Bandwidth issues implies that fast patch downloads probably
requires crea>on of local low latency “patch repositories”
(or local “patch caches”) for all major vendors.
• The natural loca>on for these sort of repositories would probably
be at Internet exchange points, so the traﬃc doesn’t need to
come from North America or Western Europe, etc.
• Checking hKp://www.ep.net/ I see only one exchange point
operator in India, hKp://www.nixi.in/ , with loca>ons in Mumbai,
Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata, Bangalore, and Hyderabad.
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An?virus Sohware and Patches on Physical Media
• Another possibility would be making an>virus solware and
patches (where permiKed) available on physical media –
CD‐ROMs, DVDs or even inexpensive thumb drives.
• In some cases, this may be the most expedi>ous way of sharing
cri>cal patch informa>on with “thinly networked” users, but it is
s>ll not without poten>al issues:
‐‐ generally, vendors are reluctant to allow 3rd par>es to deliver
patches via physical media
‐‐ if you charge for media, even a small charge may be too much
for economically struggling individuals; if you don’t charge,
you may be subject to frivolous requests for media
‐‐ how do users know that the CD‐ROM or DVD or thumb drive
they receive is genuine, and not tainted with malware? (Yes,
the contents can be digitally signed, but many users might not
reject inappropriately signed or completely unsigned media)
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III. Who?
(or “WHO”?)
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Who Will Help Fix Bots in Developing Countries?
• We’ve talked a liKle about how ISPs could take ac>on to mi>gate
the impact of bots, and we’ve also talked about how Microsol
(and other solware vendors) could play a role in helping to ﬁx
bots in rapidly developing countries.
• But if it turns out that we can’t do this at a commercial level, do
we need a full blown program of foreign assistance by
governmental or non‐governmental organiza>ons?
• Many more fortunate na>ons recognize their humanitarian
obliga>ons to their less fortunate neighbors when conven>onal
disasters strike, providing food, clothing, temporary shelter,
medical assistance and help rebuilding. Has the >me come for us
to also create an interna>onal cyber outreach eﬀort, a cyber
“world health organiza?on,” to help the world beKer cope with
cyber disasters, such as large scale bot infesta>ons?
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The Cyber World Health Organiza?on Idea Isn’t New
• For example, I talked about it at the An>‐Phishing Working
Group’s E‐Crime Summit held in San Francisco in May 2007, see
“We Need a Cyber CDC or Cyber World Health Organiza>on,”
pages.uoregon.edu/joe/ecrime‐summit/ecrime‐summit.pdf
• More recently, APWG, along with the IEEE, held an invita>on‐only
e‐Crime Response and Management Roundtable meant to
rekindle interest in public health approaches to cyber threats at
the end of their 2010 General Mee>ng in Dallas, Texas.
• Senior Microsol staﬀ members have also publicly advocated for a
public health approach to infected computers, most notably ScoK
Charney, Microsol’s VP for Trustworthy Compu>ng, as part of his
recent RSA keynote (“Fight computer viruses like epidemics:
Microsol,” hKp://>nyurl.com/microsol‐public‐health )
• Does this approach ﬁnally have “legs?”
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There Are Some Exis?ng Eﬀorts to Help
Network Operators In Developing Na?ons
• As an example, the Na>onal Science Founda>on and many
generous sponsors from the commercial sector currently support
the Network Startup Resource Center (NSRC), which is homed at
the University of Oregon in Eugene, see hKp://www.nsrc.org/
• While the NSRC works in many developing countries in Africa,
Asia and South America, their focus really isn’t primarily on end‐
user security or preven>ng spam, and they certainly aren’t staﬀed
or funded to handle outreach to end‐users who may be boKed or
who may need help hardening their systems.
• However, their eﬀorts could serve as a model for some other
organiza>on that IS appropriately focused on boKed hosts.
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Is There A Role for MAAWG in This Area?
• Does MAAWG have leadership responsibili>es when it comes to
dealing with the problem of bots in rapidly developing countries?
• We can certainly draw aKen>on to the problem ‐‐ IF we want to
do so ‐‐ and some>mes publicizing a problem can be an
important ﬁrst step toward ﬁxing a major problem.
• Can we translate some of our current best prac>ces into
languages that are relevant to rapidly developing regions?
• Can we evangelize the importance (and the business value!) of
running clean networks, and sell that message to our
interna>onal ISP counterparts? Will they be willing to help push
that message to their customers?
• Or is the problem of boKed hosts abroad simply not our problem,
even if that’s where we’re seeing much spam originate today?
Can we con>nue to just “block and forget”? I sure hope not…
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Thanks For The Chance to Talk Today
• Are there any ques>ons?
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